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Oregon College of Oriental Medicine

Founded in 1983, OCOM is a single-
purpose professional graduate school that 
offers two specialized degree programs 
— Master of acupuncture and Oriental 
Medicine and doctor of acupuncture and 
Oriental Medicine. Our mission is the 
transformation of health care through the 
application of acupuncture and Oriental 
medicine (aOM). Ranked the number 
one acupuncture school in the u.s., our 
1,200 graduates practice in 37 states and 
around the globe. OCOM interns and 
graduates have performed an estimated 10 
million aOM treatments.

Supporting our Community
in september 2012, OCOM relocated to 
Portland’s historic Old town Chinatown 
neighborhood. the lEEd Gold certified 
facility is home to classrooms, faculty and 
staff offices, OCOM Herbal Medicinary 
and OCOM Clinic.

Our ground floor herbal medicinary, the 
largest in the Northwest, fills formulas for 
patients and offers herbal services for 
private practitioners across the country.

OCOM also supports the health of the 
Portland community at our other two area 
teaching clinics: OCOM Hollywood Clinic 
and OCOM Cherry Blossom Clinic.

oCom provideS:
 � More than 24,000 patient visits at our 

clinics annually.

 � Free public education at more than 120 
events each year, including twice 
monthly lectures at the lan su 
Chinese Garden.

 � Free or low-cost acupuncture  
supporting Portland’s underserved 
community at Outside in, Central 
City Concern’s Old town Clinic, and 
Hooper detox Center, among others.

Leading the Way
OCOM is recognized as a national leader 
in traditional Chinese Medicine education.

 � in september, OCOM received the 
2012 spirit of Portland award in 
honor of our participation, service and 
enrichment in Portland’s community 
and neighborhood.

 � OCOM was recently named the 
number one school in the u.s. by 
thebestschools.org for anyone seeking a 
degree in acupuncture and Oriental 
medicine.

 � OCOM was the first aOM college in 
the u.s. to offer an approved doctoral 
degree.

 � OCOM was the first aOM college in 
the u.s. to receive a federally funded 
research grant from the National 
institutes of Health.

giving opportunitieS
OCOM partners with Oregon companies 
to provide low-cost health care to area 
residents and scholarship opportunities for 
tomorrow’s health care leaders. 

there a number of ways to support our 
work:

 � supporting treatments for low-income 
individuals in OCOM Clinics.

 � Endowing scholarships for our master’s 
and doctoral programs.

 � Naming opportunities for the new 
campus in Old town Chinatown.

 � Gifts to OCOM’s annual Fund in 
support of the college’s mission.
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mission Statement
Oregon College of Oriental 
Medicine (OCOM) transforms 
health care by educating highly 
skilled and compassionate 
practitioners, providing exemplary 
patient care, and engaging in 
innovative research within a 
community of service and healing.

Corporate Wellness
invite OCOM to your Portland-area 
business to speak about and 
demonstrate the benefits of 
traditional Chinese Medicine 
(tCM). Presentations can include 
information on acupuncture, herbal 
formulas, teas and/or meditative 
movement.
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